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Development of tissue engineered ligaments with tita-
nium spring reinforcement†

Anqi Wang,a‡ Richard L. Williams,∗a‡ Neeraj Jumbu,a‡ Jennifer Z. Paxton,b‡ Edward
T. Davis,c Martyn A. Snow,c Alastair C. Ritchie,d Carina B. Johannson,e Rachel L.
Sammons, f and Liam M. Grovera

Tissue engineering offers a promising alternative to the use of autografts in the treatment of liga-
ment injuries. However, current approaches using only biodegradable materials have insufficient
mechanical strength for load bearing applications. In this research, hybrid bio-artificial ligaments
were fabricated using a combination of a titanium alloy spring and a fibrin gel/fibroblast construct.
The ends of the ligament prosthesis were incorporated into brushite cement anchors to allow fu-
sion with the host bone. Cell attachment to the titanium spring was examined using scanning
electron microscopy and fluorescent staining of cells. The unreinforced constructs were observed
to fail at the anchor-ligament junction, while the titanium spring reinforcement was found to assist
in even transmission of the load to the ligament, and hence to provide a means of load sharing be-
tween the biological construct and the spring. As a result, the reinforced construct failed primarily
in the soft tissue region. The good load distribution features from the mechanical data was at-
tributed to the good cellular level adhesion to, and alignment along the coiling of, the length of the
spring reinforcement. Incorporation of a biocompatible reinforcement in conjunction with a tissue
engineered construct gave improved load distribution, reducing stress concentrations, and signif-
icantly increased the ultimate strength at failure. The results suggest that the hybrid approach
used here shows promise in developing improved therapies for connective tissue injuries.

1 Introduction
Injuries to ligaments and tendons are common, and often are
associated with poor rehabilitation outcomes due to the poor
ability of these soft tissues for self-repair. The anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) of the knee joint, for example, has a high inci-
dence of injury with recent studies reporting 8-37 ACL tears per
100,0001,2. The hard-soft tissue interface of the ACL consists of
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a hierarchically structured mineralised gradient extending from
the bone and sweeping into the collagenous matrix of the liga-
ment, which facilitates efficient force transduction while under
strain and aids in maintaining overall joint stability. As an area of
high stress concentration, the interface is frequently injured dur-
ing sporting activities or by disease3. Tissue autografts, such as
bone-patella and hamstring grafts, are the well-established gold
standard treatment because they currently offer the most viable
means of re-establishing the hard-soft interface as well as replac-
ing the damaged soft tissue. However, this procedure often leads
to pain, muscle weakness, instability and donor site morbidity4,5.
As with many autograft-based treatment approaches, there is a fi-
nite amount of tissue available to harvest should the original graft
fail.

The current challenge in tissue engineering is to reproduce the
interface, which does not regenerate following graft therapy and
is prone to failure post-surgery6. Tissue engineering approaches
using only biodegradable materials show considerable promise
but are limited currently by insufficient mechanical strength and
inadequate fixation to the bones7, both of which may lead to graft
failure and consequent injury. A systematic review of synthetic
ACL reconstruction8 has concluded that while the latest tech-
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niques have low failure rates and good clinical outcomes after 50
months, the technique remains less popular than the use of auto-
grafts, particularly with regard to joint stability. Tissue engineer-
ing approaches are still in their infancy, and constructs consist-
ing of biodegradable and/or bioerodible scaffolds combined with
autograft tissues or autograft cells are being investigated in ani-
mal models7. Composite or hybrid scaffolds that aim to improve
scaffold mechanical properties and/or enhance cell adhesion and
proliferation have been employed by several researchers9–11. Our
group developed a method of producing bone-to-bone ligament
construct in vitro using two brushite anchors and a cell-seeded
fibrin gel, where the cell population causes contraction of the fib-
rin matrix to form a thin sinew-like construct running between
the two anchors, containing highly aligned collagen in abun-
dance12,13. Chemical supplementation of the culture media with
TGF-β1, proline and ascorbic acid and intermittent mechanical
stretching can all be used to accelerate contraction and signifi-
cantly increase collagen content12,14. Ascorbic acid is an essen-
tial cofactor in procollagen chain hydroxylation and plays a key
role in collagen fibrillogenesis15–18, while proline is a major com-
ponent of the collagen tri-peptide sequence15,16. Intermittent
stretching of the construct during formation increases ERK1/2
phosphorylation and pro collagen mRNA14. The clinical con-
cept involves implanting the constructs by fixating the brushite
anchors into pilot holes drilled into the bone tissue. Brushite is
almost entirely resorbed in vivo since it is one of the most soluble
calcium orthophosphates in physiological conditions19,20. Previ-
ous work by our group has shown that the degradation profile
can be prolonged by replacing the acidic orthophosphate ion in
the cement reaction with a pyrophosphate ion, which inhibits the
formation of the insoluble byproduct hydroxyapatite that is very
difficult to resorb by the body20. Such formulations have been
shown to permit high levels of bone ingression 6-12 months post
implantation in a critical sized animal defect model21.In their cur-
rent form, bone to bone ligament replacements cannot match the
strength of the native tissue and therefore cannot be implanted in
a fully load bearing situation.

In this research this shortcoming is addressed by reinforcing
the construct with a titanium spring embedded in the fibrin ma-
trix and fixed between the brushite anchors, that would then form
the core of the construct as the matrix contracts over time. It
was expected that incorporating a titanium spring into the soft
tissue construct during formation will provide the initial support
to allow rigorous loading regimes in culture to increase collagen
deposition, thus increasing graft mechanical integrity prior to im-
plantation, and additional support following implantation. Estab-
lishing a graft with sufficient long-term mechanical integrity to
withstand daily motion and permit suitable post-surgical rehabil-
itation regimes will be of particular benefit to younger patients.
The use of a synthetic reinforcement in conjunction with a tis-
sue engineered construct offers resilience and improved mechan-
ical properties in addition to improved load sharing between the
reinforcement and the tissue engineered construct. A titanium
spring was chosen as the reinforcement material in this study due
to the well proven biocompatibility of titanium, the suitability of
the spring constants of commercially available titanium springs,

and the ability of the springs to deform elastically without per-
manent deformation in the range of strains required. The effect
of the spring construct formation, cell response and the mechani-
cal properties was examined, leading to the production of a rein-
forced tissue-engineered ligament structure that has the potential
to be implanted in a semi-load or load-bearing model.

2 Experimental Methods
2.1 Primary fibroblast extraction and culture
Embryonic chick tendon fibroblasts (CTFs) were isolated from day
13 chick embryos though digestion in a 2% type II collagense so-
lution for 1 hr. CTFs were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s
Medium (D6545, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK) supplemented with
(v/v%) 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (A15-105 Mycoplex, PAA, Yeovil,
UK), 1% penicillin streptomycin (P4333, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset,
UK), 1% HEPES (H0887, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK) and 2.4% L-
glutamine (G7513, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK) - herein this sup-
plemented culture media is referred to as "SDMEM". CTFs were
used between passages 2 and 6.

2.2 Titanium substrates
Ti springs (TiS) with gaps of: 0 µm, 25 µm, 50 µm and 100
µm (Hi-Lex Corp. Ltd, Japan) were used initially in a screening
process of their mechanical properties in order to decide on the
best spring to use in the formation of reinforced ligament con-
structs. A table displaying the dimensions of the TiS used for
preliminary mechanical testing is presented in Supplementary In-
formation S2.2 Table S1. A titanium spring with a nominal coil
gap of 100µm was selected as most suitable for the application
as it allowed the largest cyclic load range. Titanium springs were
placed in a cell suspension containing 1x104 CTF cells/ml in mul-
tiwell plates in supplemented DMEM. Cell adhesion at day 5 or
6 and topography of Ti substrates was assessed using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) (JEOL JSM 840, Tokyo, Japan). To
compare cell growth on different Ti specimens, the samples were
fixed in 2.5% EM grade glutaraldehyde buffer (25% E.M. Grade,
AGR1010, Agar Scientific, Essex, UK) in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate
set to pH 7.3 (20840-25G-F, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK) for 10
min and dehydrated in an ethanol series from 20% to 100% for
10 min in each solution, using liquid CO2 in a critical point drier
(Polaron Critical Point Drier) as the final step. The samples were
then coated with gold and examined using environmental SEM
(FEI XL-30 environmental SEM, Oregon, USA).

2.3 Formation of tissue-engineered ligaments (TEL) with ti-
tanium spring (TiS) reinforcement

2.3.1 Manufacture of brushite anchors with embedded tita-
nium springs.

Individual brushite anchors were prepared as described by Pax-
ton et al.22 (anchor shape (e)) to prepare control Tissue Engi-
neered Ligaments (TEL) without Titanium Spring (TiS) reinforce-
ment. A spring-cement skeleton for the Ti-reinforced TEL was
prepared as shown in Supplementary Information, Section 2.3.1,
Figure S1. First, wax models of the anchor were prepared (Figure
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S1a), trimmed to 3mm in height and were manually pasted to the
two ends of a 12mm long stainless steel wire (Figure S1b). This
model, with the wire side facing down, was then pasted onto
a plastic plate. The plate was filled with Elite double 22 resin
(Zhermack, Badia Polesine, Italy) until the paste level rose to the
top of the wax anchor (Figure S1c). The wax anchors and the
wires were removed from the mould as soon as the resin was set,
thus forming the mould for the spring-cement skeleton. A 15mm
long TiS was placed where the stainless steel wire (12mm long)
was previously positioned, with the two ends extending into the
anchor position (Figure S1d). This mould was then placed on a
flat resin mat (Figure S1e). The mould was filled with brushite
cement paste manufactured by mixing β -Tricalcium phosphate
powder with 3.5M Orthophosphoric acid at a powder to liquid
ratio of 1g/ml. Before cement paste setting, an insect pin was
secured through each cement anchor region into the resin mat
(Figure S1f). The assembly was left at 37◦C overnight and the
cement-spring system was then removed from the mould (Figure
S1g).

2.3.2 Formation of tissue-engineered ligaments (TEL).

The combined brushite anchor and titanium spring configuration
described in section 2.3.1 was pinned onto the surface of a 35mm
Petri dish coated with 2ml of Sylgard (Dow Corning, Midland,
MI, USA). The anchors, spring and dish were sterilised in 70%
ethanol for 20 min. Once sterile, 1ml growth medium supple-
mented with 10U/ml thrombin (605157, Merck Chemicals Ltd.,
Nottingham, UK), 2 µl/ml 200 mM aminohexanoic acid (07260-
100G, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK) and 2µl/ml 10mg/ml aprotinin
(10236624001, Roche Diagnostics Ltd., West Sussex UK) were
added to the dish and agitated to cover the bottom. 400µl 20
mg/ml fibrinogen (F8630-1G, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK) was
then added dropwise over the thrombin covered dish and incu-
bated at 37◦C for 1 hour to allow for fibrin polymerisation. Once
the fibrin layer had formed 2ml of 1x105 CTF cells were seeded
onto the fibrin gel. Note that these amounts are double that re-
ported in previous studies by Paxton et al since preliminary exper-
iments determined that a larger volume of gel/cell material was
required to surround the TiS during formation of the TEL12–14,22.
The constructs were incubated at 37◦C for 3 days and then fed
with fresh SDMEM every 2 days for a total of 4 weeks. From
day 7 onwards, the SDMEM was supplemented with 50µM pro-
line (P0380, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK) and 250µM ascorbic acid
(49752, Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK).

2.4 Evaluation of mechanical properties
Initially, the mechanical properties of the TiSs with various gap
sizes were investigated using an environmental Instron micro
tester (model 5848, Instron, High Wycombe, UK) using a 1 kN
loading cell. The spring was extended at a speed of 1 mm/min,
and load-extension (L-E) values were recorded. Figure S2 (Sup-
plementary Information Section 2.4.1) shows a schematic draw-
ing of an L-E curve of an elastic spring. This curve can be divided
into two parts: a linear part representing an elastic deformation,
and a subsequent non-linear part where the spring loses its elas-
ticity and deforms inelastically. The spring constant, k, of the

spring was calculated from the gradient linear region of the L-E
graph. To test the fatigue and viscoelastic properties of the spring,
a cyclic test was designed based on a deformation-controlled ten-
sile test. The spring was extended at a speed of 1 mm/min until
the deformation reached 0.5 mm, and then the load was removed
at the same speed until the spring returned to its original length.
This cycle was repeated 10 times, before the spring was extended
again to 0.5 mm and held for 3 min.

A custom-built clamp made of aluminium alloy was used to test
the physical properties of the TELs and TiS-TELs in a PBS environ-
ment at 37◦C using an Instron Microtester, as shown in Supple-
mentary Information Section S2.4.2 Figure S3. The tensile prop-
erties of the TEL were assessed at 0.4 mm/sec. The viscoelastic
and fatigue properties were investigated through the same cyclic
deformation.

2.5 Cell and extracellular matrix imaging
2.5.1 DAPI cell nuclear staining.

The TELs were washed in sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
three times, then fixed in 4% formaldehyde overnight. The speci-
mens were then rinsed in DAPI (2 µl in 50 ml PBS) at 37◦C for 3
to 5 min and finally washed in PBS. The samples was then imaged
using a confocal scanning laser microscope (Leica TCS SP2, Leica
Microsystems UK Ltd., Milton Keynes, UK).

2.5.2 Polarised light microscopy for visualising collagen
alignment.

The samples with the implants were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde
in 0.1M sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.2. The samples were then
transferred to 70% ethanol and cut and ground into sections, as
described by Donath et al.23,24, using an Exakt sawing machine
and grinding equipment (Exakt Apparatebau, Norderstedt, Ger-
many). Briefly, the samples were rinsed in water, dehydrated in
ethanol (from 70% to 99%), pre-infiltrated in diluted resin and
finally infiltrated and embedded in pure resin (Technovit 7200,
VLC, Kulzer, Wehrheim, Germany) and polymerized in UV-light.
The cured block was divided with a diamond-coated band saw.
The sample surface was ground plan-parallel and glued to a plexi-
glass that served as the supporting object glass. An initial thick
section of about 150µm was prepared and further ground in an
automatic grinder using SiC water-grinding. The final surface fin-
ish was prepared with smooth-papers (2400- and 4000 grit). The
sections were histologically stained in toluidine blue mixed with
pyronin G, dried and mounted. Light microscopic investigations
were done on the 10µm thin sections using various objectives.
The collagen structures were observed with the aid of a polar-
ising filter, with an additional lambda filter in the light source.
Images were acquired with a Nikon DS-Ri camera connected to
the light microscope (Nikon Eclipse ME 600L, Tokyo, Japan).

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Cellular adhesion to titanium reinforcements and colla-

gen arrangement
Observation of the contraction of the fibrin matrix over 4 weeks
(Figure 1a) revealed that, qualitatively, the fibrin matrix of both
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Fig. 1 Photographs of tissue-engineered ligaments (TEL) over 4 weeks in culture (a) without (top row) and with (bottom row) Titanium spring (TiS)
reinforcement through the core of the tissue. The spring did not appear to inhibit cell-mediated contraction of the fibrin matrix and resulted in the
formation of the typical band-like structure. (b) shows how the springs are integrated into the tissue between the brushite anchors. The confocal
fluorescence images (c) and (d) show DAPI stained cell nuclei within longitudinal cross-sections of non-reinforced and reinforced constructs,
respectively. The proportion of the cell population nearest to the Ti spring appeared to align with the coiling of the spring.

titanium spring reinforced tissue engineered ligaments (TiS-TEL)
and non-reinforced tissue engineered ligaments (TEL) contracted
form band structures of similar lateral dimensions over 1, 2 and
4 weeks. No obvious fibrin matrix misfolding, tearing or aggre-
gation was found in the transmission light microscopy images of
the constructs, as shown in Figure 1b. DAPI staining and con-
focal fluorescence imaging of the cell population revealed their
homogenous distribution throughout the non-reinforced ligament
(Figure 1c), while careful examination of the cells near the core
of the TiS-TEL revealed their alignment about the coiling of the
spring itself (Figure 1d). Not only does this imply that the incor-
poration of the spring did not inhibit cell-mediated contraction of
the fibrin matrix at the centimetre 3D tissue scale, but also that
intimate contact and been established between the cell seeded
fibrin matrix and the length of the spring.

Examination of the surface of the Ti springs by SEM revealed a
roughened and grooved surface, which may be attributed to the
spring manufacturing process (Figure 2a). Chick tendon fibrob-
lasts were cultured on to a set of Ti springs for 5 days and imaged

under SEM to enable more clear visualisation of the cell-substrate
contact compared to analysing a tissue section with many cell lay-
ers (Figure 2a). By day 5 the cells had reached near confluency
and had adhered to and aligned along the coiling surface of the
spring as indicated by the clear presence of focal adhesions in Fig-
ure 2b and c marked with white arrows. The binding affinity of
the cells for the titanium surface was more clearly demonstrated
in a repeat experiment using a spring with a more acute coil pitch,
resulting in contact between the coils when the spring was at rest
(Figure 2d). At higher magnification, some cells were observed
to form focal adhesions across two adjacent coils with the main
cell body suspended over the interstitial space between the coils
(Figure 2e).

Cells and collagen fibres were observed to align parallel to the
coils in the vicinity of the spring in Figure 3a (and shown more
clearly in magnified images b, c and d), while the collagen fibres
and cells found within the brown peripheral covering at the edge
of the ligament (shown by the arrows in Figure 3a) were parallel
to the long axis, corresponding to previous observations for the
reinforced and unreinforced ligaments.
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Fig. 2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of the same type of Titanium spring used in the Ti spring reinforced tissue engineered ligaments
(TiS-TEL) cultured with chick tendon fibroblasts (CTF) for 5 days to enable clear visualisation of the nature of the cell contact with the surface of the
spring (a). The cells formed a monolayer of the spring, but close inspection of higher magnification images of one of the coils revealed the presence of
focal adhesions (white arrows) from cells located on the at the very top of the surface. A repeat experiment using a spring with a more acute coil pitch,
to the point where the coils were in contact when under zero strain (d), demonstrated the ability of the cells to form strong adhesions as shown in (e)
where a cell formed focal adhesions spanning across two coils.

Fig. 3 Section through ligament and spring viewed by polarised light
microscopy (x10). Colours are due to birefringence of collagen: the
fibres adjacent to the spring curve around it (shown more clearly below)
whilst the ones in the central region lie perpendicular to the long axis of
the ligament. The white arrows show the residual fibrin matrix against
the spring and the edge of the collagenous matrix of the construct.
Higher magnification images (b, c and d below) show the alignment of
the fibres more clearly.

3.2 Mechanical properties of reinforced constructs
3.2.1 Single extension cycle to failure

The results of a tensile test of an unreinforced tissue engineered
ligament are shown in the still images from a video clip of the
test Figure 4a and the stress-strain plot below (blue line). The
ligament failed in two general stages with the initial linear exten-
sion phase coming to an end at a load of 510mN, giving way to
a hyperextension phase under little increase in mechanical stress
before complete failure at a maximum load of 720mN. Failure

of the construct occurred near the cement-construct interface, as
shown in the photographs taken during mechanical testing. Frag-
ments of brushite cement were seen on the soft tissue, indicating
a high degree of adherence at the interface.

For the construct reinforced with a titanium spring, the images
from the video shown in Figure 4b show that the construct mainly
failed in the soft tissue region well away from the anchor as evi-
denced by the tissue fragments remaining on the top anchor. The
stress-strain plot (orange line) shows numerous partial failures
in the structure over the strain range (labelled as 2 to 10 on the
plot) with much higher peak stress values compared to the unre-
inforced construct. This represents a far more progressive failure
of the construct where partial failures occur to dissipate energy as
a means of preserving the overall structure. The progressive na-
ture of this failure in the reinforced constructs together with the
complete failure occurring in the soft tissue region rather than at
the hard-soft interface is significant as it mimics the failure mech-
anism of native ligament tissue. The spring was not pulled out of
the cement until the soft tissue failed completely, with the spring
undergoing plastic deformation and bearing the load. Therefore
the presence of the Ti spring does not compromise the hard-soft
interface by acting as a mechanical weak point.

Typical load-extension (L-E) and stress-strain (S-S) curves of
TEL, TiS-TEL and TiS are shown in Figure 5. The failure mecha-
nism of TEL and TiS-TEL differs. TEL is deformed elastically until
the yielding point followed by an abrupt fracture, with σ y = σU .
TiS-TEL is also deformed elastically at the beginning. After yield,
the tensile test curve of TiS-TEL displayed several partial failures
until the final breakdown of the soft tissue and the residual curve
represents only the properties of TiS, with σ y < σU . It is also
noted that TiS-TEL is both stronger and stiffer than TiS alone.
Table 1 compares the tensile properties of the unreinforced and
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Fig. 4 Tensile mechanical testing in saline at 37◦C TEL (a) and Ti-S TEL (b) to failure. Results of tensile testing of 4 week old unreinforced construct,
with the load-extension curve of a titanium spring for comparison. L-E is the load-extension curve (experiment) while S-S is the derived stress-strain
relationship. Stills from a video showing TEL rupture during tensile stretching. Each image corresponds to a time point labeled on the mechanical data
plots below.

Fig. 5 Typical tensile load-extension and stress-strain curves of tissue engineered ligaments with (TiS-TEL) and without (TEL) Titanium spring
reinforcement. Loading speed is 0.1 mm/s.
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Table 1 properties of unreinforced tissue engineered ligament and reinforced hybrid ligament (n=5) after 4 weeks of culture. ** indicates statistical
significance, p<0.05 (Student’s t-test).

Mechanical property / Sample TEL TiS-TEL
Stress at end of elastic behaviour (σ y) (kPa) 43.30 ±9.96 80.14 ±28.3 **
Strain at end of elastic behaviour (εy) 1.97 ±0.30 1.21 ±0.17**
Ultimate tensile stress (σUT S) (kPa) 43.40 ±10.11 96.46 ±33.11 **
Ultimate tensile strain (εUT S) 2.45 ±0.31 2.18 ±0.29 **
Tensile Modulus (kPa) 20.37 ±4.24 62.86 ±21.86 **
Strain energy to yield Uy (kJ/mm3) 47.22 ±14.10 55.37 ±23.02
Strain energy to failure U f (kJ/mm3) 63.93 ±17.44 134.85 ±49.36 **

reinforced constructs after 4 weeks of maturation in vitro. The
data from which these properties are derived is shown in Figure 5.
The presence of the reinforcing spring doubled the stress at the
elastic limit and the ultimate tensile stress and tripled the tensile
modulus. Although the strain energy to failure was not signifi-
cantly altered, the strain energy to yield at the end of the elastic
behaviour was doubled. It was observed that where the unrein-
forced ligaments failed abruptly after the elastic limit, the rein-
forced ligaments displayed a progressive failure behaviour, with
several partial failures before complete tearing of the structure.

3.2.2 Hysteresis and viscoelastic effects in cyclic load.

Stress-strain curves for cyclic loading of the reinforced and un-
reinforced ligament construct are displayed in Figure 6. In the
case of the unreinforced ligament, the construct displays a de-
gree of stress relaxation, as can be seen from the reduction in the
peak value of stress (upper curve) and the increasing width of the
plateau at the bottom of each cycle. The reinforced ligament has a
much higher and more consistent peak stress, with a much lower
rate of stress relaxation and no plateau at the bottom of the load
cycles. No significant changes in mechanical stress or stain were
found at common phases across the loading cycles until tested to
failure. This suggests that the Ti spring and soft tissue largely
remained bonded together and performed as a single mechanical
structure until deliberately loaded to failure. When extended far
beyond the elastic limit and towards complete failure, it is rea-
sonable to assume that some degree disconnection of the tissue
from the Ti spring will take place.

Analysis of the effect of cyclic loading (Figure 7) showed that
there was marked hysteresis in the behaviour of both reinforced
and unreinforced constructs for all cyclic strain magnitudes, but
was less obvious in the reinforced constructs. The reduced de-
gree of hysteresis in the reinforced constructs can be attributed to
the elastic behaviour of the spring in conjunction with the visco-
elastic behaviour of the soft tissue envelope. It was also found
that cyclic pre-loading reduced the stress at which the elastic limit
was reached, an effect also observed in mammalian soft tissues.
The stress values at fixed strain (σ10, σ20 and σ50) are signif-
icantly decreased after the first cycle for both TEL and TiS-TEL.
The maximum stress (σ100) shown in each cycle was also reduced

during the cyclic test, but tends to stay stable after a few cycles.
TEL becomes stiffer during the first several cyclic stretching, with
a slightly increased elastic modulus (E); this tendency is weak-
ened after the first 2 to 3 cycles and E stays stable afterwards.
Compared with TEL, the modulus of TiS-TEL is stable through-
out the 10 cycles. TiS-TEL has higher σ10, σ20, σ50, σ100 E and uc
values than TEL, however they demonstrate similar uc values (the
overall energy required to complete each cycle). The data in Fig-
ure 7h shows normalised σ50 values of TEL and TiS-TEL, demon-
strating the deviation of σ50 away from its maximum value (σ50

in cycle 1) during the cyclic deformation. This figure suggests
that TiS-TEL is more stable during the test. Normalised σ10, σ20,
σ50, σ100, E and u values follow the same tendency.

Fig. 6 Stress and Strain in the tissue engineered ligament (unreinforced
- TEL, reinforced -TiS-TEL) plotted against time for the cyclic loading
test. The samples were loaded at a rate of 0.1mm/s to a strain
corresponding to 80% of the yield strain, for 10 cycles. The samples
were then held at this extension for 3 minutes before being stretched to
failure.
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Fig. 7 Average stress values at fixed strain (σ x), elastic modulus (E) and strain energy (u) of TEL and TiS-TEL during independent cyclic testing.
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4 Conclusions
We have systematically evaluated how the spring reinforcements
are integrated with the tissue from the cellular and macroscopic
levels and mapped these observations to the bulk mechanical
properties and dynamic loading response of the fully developed
construct. Ti springs are an excellent choice of reinforcing struc-
ture because they exhibit elastic properties at length extensions
in excess of those normally associated with ligaments, while the
Ti material itself is known to facilitate cell adhesion when used
in bone replacement implants. The incorporation of a Ti spring
does not hinder contraction of the fibrin gel during manufacture
of the TEL. Some evidence suggests the spring acts as third an-
chor point during contraction resulting in thinner TELs (smaller
cross-sectional area), but this alone does not appear to compro-
mise their mechanical integrity.

The nature of the contact between the Ti spring and the form-
ing tissue is intimate and spans both the cellular and tissue/cell
matrix level on the order of 100’s of microns. Fibrin sheets con-
taining multilayers of cells wrap around the spring with the cells
generally aligned along the direction of the TEL. Cells in layers
approaching the surface of the spring gradually rotate in align-
ment until individual cells in contact with the spring then align
along the coiling direction of the spring. Collagen fibre alignment
was found to mimic this pattern. This hierarchical structuring at
both the cellular and tissue level provides the structural basis for
improved load transmission across the TEL.

In the unreinforced TEL, failure occurs partly at the hard-soft
tissue interface and partly within the soft tissue structure. In
latter part, failure occurs through sequential breaking of tissue
strands which make up the TEL. Spring reinforcement results in
stronger, stiffer TELs with more consistent stress at fixed strain
values over prolonged periods of cyclic testing. Partial failure in
reinforced TELs only occurs at strains approaching total failure
suggesting that the Ti springs facilitate better load distribution
across the soft tissue leading up to this point, also shown by much
higher consistency in testing results. Hysteresis and viscoelastic
effects are considerably reduced in reinforced construct and re-
sults show that load sharing between spring and cell/scaffold con-
struct minimises the effect of local defects and reduces tear prop-
agation. Incorporation of the Ti spring enhances load distribution
and reduces effect of stress concentrations. Therefore, our hy-
brid tissue engineered/synthetic ligament replacement approach
shows promise with enhanced strength compared to unreinforced
construct while utilising an already proven biocompatible mate-
rial in musculoskeletal applications.
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